


MASTER INNER

20 pcs

MSRP

5 pcs 89.99€

FUSION Mini is a power bank that offers two built-in and magnetic cables. The first 

one is used to recharge the battery itself; the second one is Lightning MFI, to charge 

your Apple device. With its 3 000 mAh capacity, FUSION Mini adds up to 15 hours of 

battery life to your smartphone.

CAPACITY: 3 000 mAh

COLORS: Black and Taupe

FUSION Mini,
The pocket power bank

MASTER INNER

30 pcs

MSRP

5 pcs 39.99€

ICON,
The genius cube

ICON is a charging cube that gathers 2 universal adaptors that support plugs from 

150 countries, 2 USB-A and 2 USB-C ports. With its 54W capacity, you can charge 6 

devices simultaneously up to 3 times faster. Its 1.5 m (5 ft) cable extension allows you 

to place it on your table. It reorganizes your plugs and tech life with minimalism. ICON 

is the decorative charging cube that you need.

TURBO CHARGE INNOVATION: up to 3xfaster, simultaneous and safe charge

POWER: Input 100-240 volt | Output Output 2 USB 4.8A/ 2USB-C 6A/ 2 Plugs 100-240 volt

COLORS: Black, Taupe, Blue, Emerald and Red



MASTER INNER

40 pcs

MSRP

5 pcs 39.99€

TURBO PD TECHNOLOGY: up to 4xfaster, simultaneous and safe charge

POWER: Input 100-240 volt | Output 2 USB 2.4A / 2 USB-C 3A / PD 30W

RETAIL PRICE: 64,99€ for wall version / 69,99€ for desktop version

COLORS: White and Black for wall version / Black desktop version

HIDE PD 57W,
The high speed hub with PD 
technology

HIDE PD is a unique 5-in-1 high speed charger of 57W, able to safely and simultaneously 

charge all kinds of devices, even a MacBook. It offers 2 USB-A, 2 USB-C and 1 USB-C 

PD 30W, the latest charging technology. Charging is faster and smarter than ever 

thanks to the USB Power Delivery Chipset that automatically detects the connected 

device and delivers the optimal power required. Experience high speed charge

for all your devices with HIDE PD.

MASTER INNER

30 pcs

MSRP

5 pcs 69.99€

TURBO CHARGE INNOVATION: up to 3xfaster, simultaneous and safe charge

POWER: Input 100-240 volt | Output 2 USB 2.4A / 2 USB-C 3A 

RETAIL PRICE: 34,99€ for wall version / 39,99€ for desktop version

COLORS: White, Black and Blue

HIDE Mini +,
The compact hub with USB-C

HIDE Mini+ is a multifunctional desktop charger that offers 2 USB-A ports and 2 

USB-C ports to charge up to 3 times faster and simultaneously 4 connected devices. 

Compact, elegant and powerful, it also features a 1.5 m (5 ft) AC cable to have all your 

devices always within reach. With its 27W capacity, it is the high speed compact hub 

that you will use every day.



HIDE Mini, 
Compact 
USB charger

HIDE PD, 
High speed 
charging hub with 
PD Technology

AERO Mini Luxury, 
Luxury
USB charger

ROCK, 
Foldable
pocket charger

AIR Wireless, 
Wireless
power bank

ICON, 
Universal
charging cube

COSMO, 
Premium cable 
& cable 
manager 

FUSION Mini,
Pocket 
power bank, 
certified by 
Apple

HIDE, 
Compact
power hub

Usbepower
Iconic charging objects



EVERTEK is a textile cable certified by Apple to charge and synchronize its devices. 

Robust and flexible, it contains aramid fibers that strengthens the internal wiring for 

exceptional durability. The double nylon braiding, which forms the outer coating, makes 

it resistant to voltages and intensive foldings. The metal connectors also guarantee an 

irresistible life-support. Finally, it is equipped with a leather ring to wrap intelligently 

and adapt its length.

EVERTEK Collection,
The most robust and flexible 
cable

Aramide
reinforced 
fiber

 Premium
double

 braided
 Nylon

Durable
Copper mesh

MASTER

USB-A to Lightning

INNER

USB-C to Lightning

30 pcs

29.99€

1.2m

MSRP

TRIO Cable

5 pcs

34.99€ / 39.99€

1.2m / 2.5m34.99€

29.99€

1.2m

MSRP

LENGTH

HIDE,
The iconic power hub

HIDE is the first power hub solution which is at the same time powerful, elegant and 

compact. Thanks to 3 USB ports and 2 AC plugs, you can rapidly and simultaneously 

charge up to 5 devices. Its square shape allows to HIDE the plug on the wall with style. 

With its 4.4A capacity, it is the hybrid you cannot miss.

TURBO CHARGE INNOVATION: smart, fast, simultaneous and safe charge

POWER: Input 100-240 volt | Output 3 USB 4.4A / 2 Plugs 100-240 volt

COLORS: White, Blue, Black, Taupe and Red



AERO,
The roll charger with plugs

AERO is a Power Hub solution which is at the same time powerful, elegant and 

compact. Thanks to 2 USB ports and 2 AC plugs, you can rapidly and simultaneously 

charge up to 4 devices and optimize your plugs. It also features a winder, included in 

its round shape, to store your cable. With its 3.4A capacity, it is the hybrid you cannot 

miss.

MASTER INNER

30 pcs

MSRP

5 pcs 29.99€

MASTER INNER

30 pcs

MSRP

5 pcs 29.99€

FAB XXL,
The ultra-long and elegant cable

FAB XXL can charge and sync safely all Apple devices, being MFI certified. Its double 

braided fabric coating and its metallic connectors make it elegant and resistant. The 

leather ring allows to wind and adapt its exceptional length of 2,5 m (8.2 ft). These 

sophisticated features position it as the key accessory to charge your devices.

POWER: Input 100-240 volt | Output 2 USB 3.4A / 

2 Plugs 100-240 volt

COLORS: White, Blue, Black and Taupe

TURBO CHARGE: 2,4A

LENGTH: 2,5 m (8.2 ft)

COLORS: Pink Gold, Silver, Gold, Commando, Graffiti, Ocean, Blue, Emerald, Red and Black



DISTRIBUTION & PARTNERSHIPS

 Wholesale@usbepower.com
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Sales@usbepower.com
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